Huawei Twitter and Facebook November 14-16

- **HuaweiUSA**: @HuaweiUSA - 4h
  - Stellar camera hardware + impressive AI capabilities make the HuaweiMate40Pro’s photography skills on another level. See what @bbtms has to say about Huawei’s latest flagship.

- **HuaweiUSA**: @HuaweiUSA - 4h
  - Huawei teamed up with local partners to help students in Tharaka learn better. Alongside the VSO Click Foundation and local carrier, Rain we were able to provide the content, equipment and the connectivity to take interactive classes online. #TECH4ALL

- **HuaweiUSA**: @HuaweiUSA - 18h
  - Looking for wireless earbuds that offer the best-in-class noise cancellation? @techradar recommends the Huawei FreeBudsPro.

- **HuaweiUSA**: @HuaweiUSA - Nov 15
  - We’ve got a TECHTuesday you’re not going to want to miss. Tune in on 11/17 to hear from @TopherWhite of Rainforest Connection answering your questions at 2 p.m. ET. #AskHuaweiUSA

---

**Huawei Mate 40 Pro Review: Hardware Excellence**
Huawei's latest is yet another hardware powerhouse—but the usual software question remains. 

@forbes.com

**Huawei FreeBuds Pro review**
Excellent noise cancellation, but how do they sound?

@techradar.com

---

**TECHTUESDAY ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION Q&A**
with Topher White
Founder & CEO of Rainforest Connection
November 17, at 2 p.m. ET

#AskHuaweiUSA
Smart services are not just available on mobile phones, they are integrated into in-vehicle systems and smart home devices. Learn how Huawei's Ability Gallery matches user requests with developers' services.

Welcome to our third edition of Huawei TechTalk!

Get the ultimate user experience from a smooth and connected autonomous driving network.

Have you ever been frustrated by no network coverage or low bandwidth? Watch how Huawei's... youtube.com

Technology is the key to supporting teams and facilitating human-to-human interactions and relationships. We can learn from each other; we need to continue to learn from each other because my team many of them being persons with disabilities, we learned so many things doing this, taking the time to share what we know with others. So help each other, as you learn something.

The healthcare sector is at a crossroads in the age of digital transformation. See how the TECH4ALL initiative helps build digital inclusion and leverages technology for societal good.

Huawei investigates the future of healthcare technology. Huawei's TECH4ALL initiative aims to ensure nobody is left behind in the digital world by encouraging... thebulletin.be

#5G will help industries build an architecture that supports digital transformation. But 5G to B requires improved connection capabilities. How is Huawei helping... See More

More Videos on Watch

Global Mobile Broadband Forum 2020
When A Woman Meets Tech
Cybersecurity Measures to Keep Your Data Safe
The global launch of the #Huawei Datacom Certification aims to develop 150,000 professionals in the next 3 years, growing the network talent ecosystem & shaping the future of intelligent IP networks. [https://tinyurl.com/y3vfipqm5](https://tinyurl.com/y3vfipqm5)